Four dimensional bolus tagging imaging of pulsatile flow.
Inversion bolus tagging MR methods were used to provide a graphic depiction of the axial velocity in three spatial dimensions for pulsatile flow through complex geometries. Visualization of the flow field was readily apparent, and a train of tagged boli were depicted providing an immediate overview of the displacement of flowing fluid over the entire pulsatile cycle. Tagging efficiency obtained using adiabatic inversion pulses was improved compared to that with a windowed sinc pulse. Results from phantom experiments on steady flow were correlated with computational fluid dynamic (CFD) simulations. The use of 3D methods reduced spatial partial volume effects, and the displacement of boli in a steady flow experiment correlated well with CFD simulations. The use of adiabatic inversion pulses resulted in sharp edged inversion regions with good retention of longitudinal magnetization. However in order to keep the pulse duration short, of the order of 2-5 ms, a rather large RF amplitude had to be used. The inversion bolus tagging method is useful in visualizing the flow field in multiple levels for pulsatile fluid flowing through complex geometries, and may be useful in fluid dynamic applications.